Instead of fostering true participation by absent class members, courts have accepted alternatives, finding that the rights of absent class members to receive notice and to opt out and the promise of adequate class counsel are sufficient surrogates for actual participation. In the past, these substitute 5 mechanisms for true involvement, although inadequate, may have been understandable because of the logistical difficulties in permitting absent class members to participate in the same manner as litigants in traditional bilateral litigation. 6 Class action litigation inherently focuses on the claims of large numbers of people. That concept is captured explicitly in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a), which requires, as a prerequisite to class certification, that "the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable." And, 7 although "impracticable" does not necessarily require large numbers, the 8 requirement is usually fulfilled because of the large number of individuals involved. 9 Adjudicating the claims of large numbers of absent class members presents difficulties that do not exist in traditional bilateral litigation. In bilateral litigation, the parties have direct contact with their counsel and can obtain from them necessary information about the case and the litigation process in general. By contrast, class counsel have historically been unable to keep absent class members abreast of the progress of a specific class action case or to involve absent class members in litigation in any meaningful manner.
Until recently, these difficulties have precluded meaningful 10 involvement by most absent class members, to the detriment of the entire class action process. BELIEVABILITY STUDY 8 (2006) , available at http://people-press.org/reports/pdf/282.pdf (reporting that the average internet user in the United States logs on to the internet ten times and visits twenty-six websites per week).
14. The internet has become entrenched in the American way of life and provides a mechanism through which absent class members' right to participate meaningfully in class action litigation can be realized. Since September 2001, over half of the households in the United States have maintained internet access.
Even this enormous number, however, 11 represents only part of the picture, because it fails to account for individuals who have access to the internet at work or through other channels, such as public libraries. Taking into account all means of accessing the internet, as of March 31, 2007, the percentage of Americans over the age of twelve with internet access is between 70% and 78% of the population.
12
People not only have access to the internet; they use it. The average American internet user accesses the web ten times and visits approximately 24 to 26 different domains per week. Over the course of a week, the average 13 American internet user spends more than ten hours on the internet, and this 19. Classifying websites by content or purpose poses difficulties. Among other things, it is not always clear whom the website targets or who sponsors the website. What appear to be public domain websites are often the product of interested legal, consulting, or marketing firms. See, e.g., Class Action Litigation Information, http://www.classactionlitigation.com (last visited Sept. 12, 2008) (a website "to provide a useful legal research source for attorneys" and "to assist the public in understanding class action litigation, government, and the legal system," operated by Timothy E. Eble, a class action lawyer). Although many of the websites discussed in this section may perform multiple functions, each is discussed under the heading that it best represents.
20. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c), (d)(2), (e)(1)(B), and (h)(1 This Article focuses on the capacity of the internet to foster true participation by absent class members. Part I of this Article examines how the internet is currently used in class action litigation. As the Article explains, although the internet has been used in some aspects of class action practice, that use has been limited and sporadic. Part II examines the full potential of the internet to increase absent class members' participation. It offers concrete proposals for integrating the internet into virtually every aspect of the class action process.
I. THE INTERNET TODAY
The internet's ability to streamline and enhance class action litigation has not gone unnoticed. Courts and practitioners have begun to rely on the internet in the class action process. This section provides an overview of the current uses of the internet in class action litigation. 19 
A. Providing Individual Notice to Class Members
Providing notice to absent class members of the pendency of litigation and their membership in the class is the first step in involving these individuals. Indeed, " [n] otice is a critical part of class action practice." 20 21 Courts and commentators have long struggled with the difficulties associated with providing "the best notice that is practicable under the circumstances, Because the Census Bureau appears capable of tracking geographic mobility, it may create a false sense of "ease" in tracking individuals as they move. The truth is that it is very difficult to track the locations of individuals as they move. As one commentator recognizes, the traditional means for updating an individual's address after a move, such as accessing the National Change of Address database and relying on credit bureau records, are limited. In some class action lawsuits, current correct addresses may be 28 found for only 50% of identifiable class members.
29
Recognizing the difficulties in providing individual notice through direct mail, publication notice has become an entrenched component of class action notification programs. But project that in a best-case-scenario, the declines will stabilize at approximately 1% annually within the next couple of years. "Readership" for all 35 newspapers in the United States, which takes into account adults in the same household who share a single copy of the paper, "pass along" copies, and copies in public places read by several people, currently stands at 124 million. Although the figure itself is quite large, it too is shrinking.
37
Television's ability to notify absent class members is also suffering. Television notice campaigns usually come with an exorbitant price tag. Regardless of the individual delivery mechanisms, the internet has quickly become a mainstay in class action notice programs. As a result, more class members may become aware of the class actions to which they are parties and, ultimately, can participate more directly in those actions.
B. Publicizing Pending Class Action Lawsuits
In addition to internet notice programs, a growing number of websites provide information and links about specific class action lawsuits. On one level, these websites serve the same purpose as the notice programs described 2008] MAKING CLASS ACTIONS WORK 735
51. This is not to suggest that the companies that sponsor these websites are not motivated by the financial gains derived from providing this information. These companies profit, however, by providing information itself-not from whether website visitors pursue their claims after obtaining the information supplied.
52 above: to alert class members about class actions that will determine their rights and to involve those class members in either litigation or a settlement. On another level, these websites are educational portals that provide information on everything from the most basic rules to the most complex issues in class action litigation. Viewed on a continuum, these websites span from "non-soliciting/content-neutral" to "non-soliciting/content-motivated" to "soliciting/content-motivated."
1. The "Non-Soliciting/Content-Neutral" Websites "Non-soliciting/content-neutral" websites are independent. They lack any specific ties to plaintiffs' firms, defense firms, referral services, or any other "content-motivated" entity. They provide information about class action lawsuits as an end in and of itself. They serve as informational hubs through 51 which absent class members and other individuals can gather information without concern for bias or distortion. Examples of these websites are described below.
FindLaw.com is operated by the West Group, and it purports to be "the highest-trafficked legal Web site, providing the most comprehensive set of legal resources on the internet for lawyers, businesses, students and individuals."
Its "Class Action and Mass Tort Center" provides The Clearinghouse maintains the most comprehensive information on securities fraud class actions on the internet. It indexes the 2,735 issuers that have been named in federal class action securities fraud lawsuits since passage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and maintains copies 60 of more than 26,000 complaints, briefs, and other litigation-related materials filed in these cases.
61
The "Class Action Lawsuits" website is designed to give the average non-lawyer an idea of what a class action lawsuit entails and how it operates. 62 The website has links to information on lawsuits and filings in various insurance, technology, tobacco, and securities class actions. Additionally, 63 the website provides a "contacts" section designed to put class members in touch with individuals who may have information about their lawsuit or with attorneys who may be able to handle a lawsuit. Along these same lines, 64 FreeAdvice.com offers information and "as is" advice on many legal topics 65 and issues, including a section dedicated to litigation, and specifically to class actions. It provides general information, information about product liability 66 class actions, and California-specific information.
67
"Class Action Litigation Information," unlike the previously described websites, is geared to more legally sophisticated internet users. It purports 68 to provide a useful legal research source and contains links to, among other 2008 Like the websites discussed above, "non-soliciting/content-motivated" websites provide information as an end in and of itself. However, unlike the websites discussed above, the information provided is not neutral. These websites, like those discussed below, are clearly agenda driven. But instead of selling legal services, these websites "sell" ideas.
As we discuss "non-soliciting/content-motivated" websites, we are primarily discussing legal blogs, or "blawgs." Blogs are rapidly growing in popularity, and no discussion of the internet is now complete without acknowledging them. Both legal scholars and practitioners host legal blogs. The blogs we are most concerned with are those that provide analysis of the issues involved in class action and other complex litigation. For example, the CAFA Law Blog, by its own account, "is the leading online resource for information, case analyses, and insights regarding the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005."
Its interactive website provides information on the 
The "Soliciting/Content-Motivated" Websites
"Soliciting/content-motivated" websites give potential plaintiffs the opportunity to become involved in class action lawsuits. These websites do not provide information about class actions as an end in and of itself. Instead, these websites solicit clients by providing information on pending or possible class action lawsuits. These sites are often managed by plaintiffs' firms, interest groups, third-party referral service companies, or other economically motivated parties. Because these groups are attempting to attract clients, 82 their websites are driven by the motive to notify and involve potential class members.
Representative examples of these motivated websites are 83 described below. The website of Milberg LLP, a prominent plaintiffs' firm, has a "Case Information" section that allows internet users to "Report a Fraud," or "join [Milberg's] E-Mail List." The firm also dedicates webpages to many of its 84 Motley Rice, another prominent plaintiffs' firm, also explains its practice on its firm homepage. Many practice areas are identified, including "Occupational," "Environmental," "Medical," "Complex Cases," and "Catastrophic." By clicking on any of these practice areas, the internet user internet users to supply their contact information and inquire about their legal rights.
2008

94
In addition to private law firms that undertake class action representations, non-profit organizations constantly battle in the courts on behalf of the interests of their members. Those organizations operate websites to rally support for particular causes and to inform the general public about activities taking place in the courtrooms across the country. 106. For example, the website's Vioxx page explains that "Vioxx, a widely prescribed arthritis drug, has been taken off the market following the results of a three-year study linking use of the drug to higher incidence of heart attack and stroke." Classaction.com, Drugs, Vioxx, http://www.classaction.com/ drugs-vioxx.cfm (last visited Sept. 12, 2008) . Following the presentation of additional information, the webpage announces "If you or someone you know has suffered serious side effects or injury that you believe may be related to your usage of Vioxx, you may be eligible to file a claim." Id.; see also http://www.class action.com/drugs-ppa.cfm (last visited Sept. 12, 2008) ("If you or someone you know has experienced a stroke and had previously taken any of the medicines containing PPA, you may have a valid legal claim.").
107. internet users to information regarding individual products, and ultimately to put the user into contact with an attorney by submitting a complaint form. 109 Despite the differences between the content-neutral websites and the content-motivated websites described in this section, the purpose and effect of the websites remain constant. The websites inform class members about pending or potential class action lawsuits and funnel prospective class members into law firms and claims-handling companies. They are access points-only possible because of the internet-for the as-yet uninvolved class member.
C. Claims Administration
Aside from internet notification programs, web-based claimsadministration programs constitute the most widely used internet tool in the class action process. In many recent class action settlements, websites exist for administering claims. These websites supplement traditional methods of distributing and processing claim forms. Because these websites are often 110 removed from the internet after all claims have been processed, tracking 111 their development or maintaining an accurate record of their existence is difficult. Enough of these websites remain, however, to explain what they entail.
Claims administration websites provide notice of class action settlements and foster class members' participation in those settlements. The websites typically provide the official notice or some other description of the settlement, provide a mechanism for class members to ask questions (through internet submission or a telephone number), and allow the internet user either to print or submit directly a claim form.
The Masonite Class Action Settlement website is dedicated to providing settlement information for three settled Masonite class actions. . 12, 2008) . The websites contain "readily available information" when the website's homepage identifies a class action lawsuit by name or through a clearly-marked portal, such as "class action information" or "notable cases."
126. All federal district courts offer the Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) service, so presumably case information is available on all federal court websites. The focus of this Article, however, is not the labyrinth of available legal research tools, but sharing information with non-lawyers. Thus, PACER's availability is not discussed further here.
127. See Barge Release Class Action Information Packet and Legal Notice, available at http://www .lamd.uscourts.gov/cmecf/pdf_court_documents/3_04cv00611_178-4.pdf. The Barge Release Class Action If the notice and informational websites discussed above are the entrance points for absent class members to participate in litigation, then the claims administration websites are the exit points. By supplying absent class members notice of proposed class action settlements and the forms necessary either to participate in or opt-out of the settlement, these websites enhance absent class members' ability to participate.
D. Court-Administered Websites
Although lawyers, litigants, and claims administrators are increasingly using the internet in class action litigation, courts are doing so to a much lesser degree. Although the federal judicial system on the whole does little to post information about class actions on the internet, it employs the internet extensively for multidistrict litigation. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation operates its own website, dedicated to all multidistrict litigation (MDL) proceedings.
The 
II. THE FUTURE OF THE INTERNET IN CLASS ACTION LITIGATION
The current use of the internet in the class-action realm falls well short of the internet's ultimate capabilities. To date, the internet has been primarily used as a substitute mechanism for undertaking tasks formerly accomplished through old-world methods. These developments have increased the availability of information about class actions.
The federal courts' methods of disseminating information to the public electronically has achieved some success, at least according to the federal courts themselves. As access to judicial information increases, the general 151 public becomes more aware of, and interested in, what transpires in courtrooms across the country. This increased access, in turn, empowers 152 class members to exercise the ability to participate in litigation to which they are, or may be, parties.
The internet should be used in the future to ensure that absent class members easily obtain reliable information about, and an opportunity to participate in, class action litigation. To accomplish these twin goals, the internet must be viewed not as a substitute for traditional communications, but as a vehicle to accomplish things never before possible in the class action realm. This section identifies both current uses of the internet that should be enhanced and new uses of the internet that should be implemented to provide absent class members with a meaningful opportunity to participate in litigation in which their rights are being adjudicated.
A. Expanding and Enhancing the Current Uses
Notices
As explained above, identifying and notifying potential class members of the pendency and settlement of class actions is a difficult and expensive undertaking. It is no surprise that the internet is being increasingly relied upon as a supplemental mechanism for providing class notices. As courts 154 are becoming more comfortable with internet notification, this type of notice should become more common. Moreover, as courts accept the idea that internet notification is often more likely than hard-copy notice to reach the targeted populations, internet notifications may begin to replace, in addition to simply supplementing, traditional notice programs. These developments 155 are already occurring to a limited extent. 156 The possibility of internet notice, however, should inspire courts to adapt and experiment further. Many events may occur over the course of a class action lawsuit that merit or require giving notice to the class. In addition to First, the internet should be increasingly used to notify class members of the progress of the litigation. For example, when a previously certified class is decertified or redefined to exclude class members who were previously included in the class, notice should (or must) be given to the affected class members.
Courts may also order notice to correct misinformation or These examples are by no means exhaustive. The cost associated with providing notice to class members and the unlikelihood of absent class members actually receiving the notices has likely deterred courts from ordering more expansive notices in the past. The 164 internet decreases the cost of giving these notices and increases the likelihood that absent class members will receive them. Courts should therefore increasingly rely on the internet to deliver these, and other, notices. This is particularly true for the discretionary notices allowed by Rule 23(d). Rule 23(d)(2) notices are not required; thus, they are a prime candidate for experimenting with less-costly internet notice programs. Just as courts are 165 coming to embrace the internet as a mechanism through which to give required notices, courts should expand the use of the internet to include discretionary notices. By giving more discretionary notices, made increasingly efficient and effective by the internet, courts will better fulfill their duty to serve as fiduciaries for absent class members. And the more 166 information absent class members receive, the more likely they are to be able to make meaningful decisions about their involvement. Second, the internet should replace, in the appropriate situations, direct mail notice just as the internet has begun to replace other traditional notice methods. Under existing Supreme Court precedent, courts are required to order "'the best notice practicable under the circumstances, including individual notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable effort'." The American Law Institute (ALI) proposes dispensing with the 167 requirement of direct-mail notice to all identifiable class members where such notice does not make economic sense. In accord with this Article, the ALI 168 
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("The value of the claim may be so small that litigation outside of the class context would not be viable, and the likelihood of opting out or objecting may be so low that individual notice would simply consume resources from the settlement without generating any real benefit for the class."). 169. Id. 170. Id. 171. For example, email messages can include "read receipts," i.e., email messages returned to the sender when the recipient opens the email confirming that the message was received. Accordingly, courts ought to rely more on the internet as a cost-effective and capable tool for delivering notices. Indeed, the internet should lead courts to expand and rethink their notice guidelines. When the rules and decisions governing notice were implemented, the internet did not exist. This new technology should alter and replace the old rules of class action notices.
Claims Administration
Just as the internet should evolve as a tool for providing notice, claims administration websites should also evolve. Improved claims administration will increase the prospects of class members participating in settlements to which they are entitled. The claims administration websites are also the most likely to experience rapid development, since they are motivated by competition between firms.
Claims should be increasingly processed through the internet directly; so too should class members' elections to opt out and, where appropriate, opt into litigation.
As ("Costly procedures may also operate to make settlements less inclusive, rather than more inclusive. For example, complex procedures for proving class membership can serve to discourage a response from class members, while at the same time being more expensive to administer.").
pay their bills online. Given the ease in setting up direct-claim submissions and the willingness of claims administration companies to do it, the growth of online claims submissions should continue. Along with this growth, we should expect similar growth in the direct processing of opt-in and opt-out forms online. In turn, more absent class members will choose to participate in the settlements to which they are entitled (or affirmatively to opt out of those class actions, if they so choose).
175
In an effort to direct absent class members to claims websites, courts should provide links to the claims administration websites of the cases over which they preside. This would both make it easier for class members to locate the appropriate website and legitimize the claims administration process. The United States District Court for the Middle District of Louisiana, for example, maintains a link on its website for the Brusly Barge Claims website.
Clicking on the link sends the user to a webpage 176 containing the settlement notice and .pdf versions of the claims forms.
177
Although maintained as part of the court's website, the settlement webpage is nothing more than a re-post of the settlement page independently established to handle claims administration for the lawsuit. In effect, absent class 178 members have two avenues to the identical information, thereby increasing the likelihood that they locate it. In the end, the easier and more cost efficient claims procedures become, the more likely class members can participate in settlements. 
B. Developing New Uses of the Internet
In addition to expanding the use of the internet for purposes already proving beneficial in class action litigation, practitioners and courts should look to use the internet for much more. By unlocking the full potential of the internet, class action litigation can involve absent class members in ways that were previously impossible.
As recognized by the Judicial Conference of the United States, "[t]echnology has increased accessibility to the courts and the appetite for electronic information and interaction between external participants and the judiciary is growing." The Judicial Conference also acknowledges that "the 180 public should share in the benefits of the judiciary's investment in information technology including access to case-related information."
Although the 181 judicial system has made strides in providing greater access to the general public, much more can be done to bring the outsiders into the courts, particularly when those outsiders are participants in a class action lawsuit. 
Case Information and Administration
Courts should increase access to the events that take place in class action proceedings. "Communication by the court and counsel with the class is a major concern in the managing class actions."
As discussed above, very 185. See USC-Annenberg Digital Future Report, supra note 12 (reporting that over 55% of internet users believe most or all of the information reported on the internet is reliable and accurate). The authors of this Article can attest to the difficulty in distinguishing reliable, unbiased information about class actions from information that is biased or incomplete. The authors conducted many web searches on each topic discussed in this Article. These searches provided no shortage of results; sorting through these results to find reputable or credible information, however, proved to be a task one would not expect the typical internet user to undertake. In many cases, the sheer volume of seemingly indistinguishable results would deter the internet user from performing a detailed or selective investigation. litigation, it would be naïve to say that this will always be the case. People turn to the internet for information because they have questions. When knowledgeable individuals are not there to answer those questions, people will turn to anyone pretending to have the answers, if only because the public does not know the difference. to go if one is interested either in multidistrict litigation generally or any particular multidistrict litigation proceeding. The same sort of centralized resource could exist for class action litigation. Although individual courts can provide information about pending class actions, absent class members would still need to know which court website to visit. By directing traffic through a consolidated website, the judiciary can guide interested parties to the appropriate information.
Such a centralized website would also have the benefit of increasing internet visibility of the information regarding class actions. Websites that receive large numbers of "hits" and establish hyperlinks to and from other "credible" webpages appear higher on the list of returned results on the various internet search engines. The JPML website currently appears as the By maintaining, or ordering the maintenance of, these informational websites, courts would ensure that absent class members have at least the opportunity to inform themselves about class action litigation in general and about specific classes to which they belong.
Webcast Proceedings
The judiciary can take an aggressive step in increasing the involvement of class members by webcasting class action proceedings. To accomplish this, the judiciary would have to revisit its past decisions on allowing (or disallowing) cameras in courtrooms. At the federal level, "broadcasting, televising, recording, or taking photographs in the courtroom and areas immediately adjacent thereto" became prohibited in 1972.
In 1996, the 203 Judicial Conference relaxed its prohibition on broadcasting judicial proceedings by allowing appellate judges to decide for themselves whether to permit electronic media coverage of their proceedings. The ban on cameras 204 at the trial-court level remained.
205
Over the years, the Judicial Conference has revisited its decision to ban cameras in the courtroom. In 1990, for example, the Judicial Conference engaged in a pilot program that authorized six district courts and two courts As technology spreads, forecasters predict increased participation. 218 Thus far, the debate on cameras in the courtroom and on webcasting proceedings has been approached broadly. The debate usually focuses on the benefits of increased public access versus the prejudice or embarrassment potentially suffered by defendants, criminal and civil. The most frequently 219 marshaled, and most readily identifiable, reason for banning cameras in the courtroom is the risk that the media will turn trials, particularly criminal trials, into spectacles.
220
Maintaining the debate over cameras in the courtroom on such a broad level overlooks the benefits a limited exception can provide. When one focuses on class action litigation, as opposed to criminal trials or even general civil litigation, and focuses on webcasting, as opposed to television broadcasts, the need for cameras in the courtroom becomes readily apparent. The lingering issues of criminal defendants' rights immediately disappear.
Moreover, the arguments against cameras in the courtroom as a general matter do not apply with the same force in this more limited realm.
Whereas critics have argued that televising trials risks encouraging the involvement of disinterested parties, courts should webcast class action lawsuits precisely to encourage the involvement of typically disinterested parties. Absent class members have a genuine and direct interest in being aware of, and participating in, the litigation. The Judicial Conference has stressed that there is a common-sense distinction between a public trial in a public courtroom-typically filled with individuals with a real interest in the case-and its elevation to an event that allows and encourages thousands to become involved intimately in a case that essentially concerns a small group of private people or entities. 221 The very "flaw" of increased involvement in most cases becomes the greatest benefit in the context of class action litigation. Through webcasts, courts can grant access to people who would otherwise have no opportunity to witness proceedings that are adjudicating their rights. Absent class members can 222 finally witness firsthand the events of the litigation in which they are involved. Moreover, webcasting can allow absent class members to obtain court documents while watching the proceedings and to participate in the 223 litigation by posting comments in real time.
The distances between the 224 class members and the court, and the size of the courtroom, would no longer matter.
To the extent that courts fear too wide a distribution of trial footage, webcasting provides safeguards that television cannot. Because television broadcasts are public, there is no way to prevent viewing by what the courts consider to be "disinterested parties." The internet, on the other hand, can minimize this concern and permit courts to grant greater access without granting unlimited access to proceedings.
Courts already have experience in limiting the use of technology to interested parties and preventing involving strangers to the proceedings. The Second, Third, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuit Courts of Appeals use videoconferencing extensively for oral arguments. Allowing the parties and 225 judges to participate in hearings through video feeds yields a "gain in efficiency-saving time and money-and sacrifice[s] little, mainly nostalgia for the old days." More important, judges involved in videoconferencing 226 have recognized that the practice has "increased access to the courts for litigants."
Although courts use videoconferencing, they have prevented 227 complete public dissemination of these video feeds. Moving these 228 videoconferences to the web allows greater access than closed-circuit television can provide, thereby fostering increased participation. At the same time, courts can continue to restrict access to "interested parties."
229
The availability of secure websites, password protections, and internet service provider registration allows the internet to limit access to class action proceedings to "interested parties," i.e., absent class members. Courts have previously embraced these protections to prevent overly broad distribution of class action information. For example, the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas ordered the plaintiffs in the Enron Corporation Securities Litigation to "prepare and maintain a website to be used by the parties to [the] Supreme Court provides another example of the way courts can limit access to webcast proceedings. The court streams live audio of its oral arguments on the internet but requires visitors to have a password to access the feed.
233
Courts could use similar password protection to permit only absent class members to watch video feeds of hearings in class action proceedings. 
Two-Way Communication
This Article has thus far treated the "information superhighway" as primarily a one-way street. But the internet is not so confined. In addition to disseminating information to absent class members, the internet should be used more extensively to gather information from absent class members and exchange information between them. Email communications travel in both directions, and websites can accept as much information as they can distribute. The internet can permit absent class members to provide information to other class members, class counsel, or the court.
Only recently have commentators begun to realize that the internet provides a "cost-effective way for class members to communicate with each other or the court." Despite its readily apparent power as a communication 235 tool, however, "class members have generally not been able to use the [i]nternet to initiate communication to each other, to counsel, or to the court."
No good reason exists for this inability and non-use to continue.
236
Two-way communication through the internet can (and will) provide benefits to the litigation of class actions, from the inception of the litigation through its conclusion. Class members must have the ability to communicate with each other and with class counsel for any meaningful participation to occur. The internet facilitates this communication.
The benefits to opening these lines of 238 communication can be seen at all stages of class action litigation. First, two-way communication via the internet has the potential to reduce transaction costs in ways that permit smaller claims to be pursued as class actions. The inability to obtain economically feasible relief has long been a primary concern in class action litigation. This has been particularly true 239 when class members seek small amounts in damages. The internet's ability 240 to streamline the exchange of information and to open new lines of communication places individuals in a better situation to pool their efforts and achieve collective relief. This cost-effective ability to work as a collective 241 and to communicate with other class members and class counsel reduces the overall cost of litigating a class action. As a result, small-claim class actions that were previously not economically feasible may become feasible.
Second, class counsel can obtain a better understanding of the class's composition and claims as well as the class's desires in the particular litigation. As discussed above, many plaintiffs' firms and referral services host websites that allow potential class members to enter basic information about their cases. Class counsel can also host bulletin boards dedicated to 242 the class.
From these sources, class counsel can efficiently gather 243 information from absent and potential class members. Having a better understanding of the class and its composition, class counsel can provide more informed and responsive representation. counsel can factor these opinions into the decisions whether to reject the proposed settlement or to dismiss a particular defendant. This marks a stark contrast to the historical practice of leaving absent class members on the sidelines until the fairness hearing or other late stage in the litigation. 245. Cf. Leslie, supra note 234, at 129 (discussing the court's ability to discern the attitude of the class regarding a proposed settlement).
Third, as absent class members' participation increases and they voice their opinions, the reliance and burden on class representatives diminishes. As it stands, class representatives are the voice of the class. As absent class members increasingly communicate with each other and counsel, the voice of the class becomes a collective voice. In this regard, the class representative assumes a less prominent and controlling role in the litigation. At the same time, the class representative that desires to truly speak "on behalf of the class" will have more information by which to determine the class' desires. Like class counsel, a class representative can provide more informed and responsive representation of the class as a whole.
Fourth, absent class members can obtain a better understanding of what is going on in their case, why counsel is pursuing or not pursuing certain claims, and most importantly, whether class counsel is truly representing their interests. Absent class members can make more informed decisions about whether to remain members of the class, to oppose appointment of particular class counsel, to object to the adequacy of the named class representatives, and to accept a proposed settlement. Absent class members could communicate with each other and with counsel to discuss the progression of the litigation. Ultimately, this two-way communication provides the key to unlocking the ability of absent class members to participate in and influence the litigation to which they are parties.
(a) Communication between class members and the court
In addition to the internet's ability to benefit absent class members and their counsel, it can benefit the courts. The evidence obtainable through enhanced two-way communication gives the court a better understanding of the class. The court can gain a better sense of the composition of the class 245 and of the individual class members. With increased information about the class, the court receives greater guidance about whether to certify the class and how to proceed with the litigation.
Courts face many decisions at the class certification stage that become easier with increased information from and about the proposed class. For example, the court must make a threshold determination whether the proposed class is sufficiently cohesive to maintain a class action lawsuit. Increased communication from class members, particularly absent class members that have been historically uninvolved, can provide tremendous insight regarding this question. Class members can provide information, for example, on the nature and extent of their injuries or damages, the events giving rise to these injuries or damages, and their desire to pursue their individual claims. On the one hand, information obtained from absent class members can show that the proposed class lacks the cohesiveness necessary for certification. On the 246 other hand, information from absent class members can show that a class indeed possesses the cohesiveness required for certification (even if it does not appear so at first blush).
Along these same lines, courts can obtain 247 information regarding the size of the class and its geographic dispersion (numerosity concerns), the individual aspects of respective class members' claims (predominance concerns), and whether to divide the proposed class into subclasses or whether to certify individual issues for class treatment. Also, courts can obtain information regarding class members' feelings about the progress of the litigation and the performance of class counsel. The importance of adequate representation in class action litigation is obvious; it supplies the very foundation upon which class actions are built. Absent 250. Id. at 697. 251. In situations where absent class members are expected to present their individual objections or to present individualized proof, such as during a fairness hearing on a proposed settlement, courts should accept such submissions directly through the internet. Like direct submission of settlement claim forms, opt-outs, and opt-ins, the ease and cost-efficiency of such direct internet submissions increases the likelihood of absent class member participation. Two-way communication creates a record of additional materials, not previously available to the courts, upon which to base adequacy decisions. On the one hand, the evidentiary record may be replete with instances of class members contesting the decisions of class counsel. Such a record could provide grounds to find counsel's representation inadequate. On the other hand, the record may contain acquiescence or support for counsel's decisions. This reaction might support a court's assessment that counsel was adequate. These evidentiary records would be particularly telling if webcasting also occurred and class members had the opportunity to watch counsel in action.
Although recognizing that courts would benefit from obtaining information from absent class members, one must also recognize that the court is not primarily responsible for gathering that information. Rather, the primary responsibility for gathering and presenting evidence on class certification issues falls on the parties.
Thus, two-way communication 251 through the internet should develop in ways that facilitate the parties' ability to gather information from absent class members. Class counsel can easily obtain information from absent class members to present to the court. Through website bulletin boards and email communications, class counsel will receive information directly from absent class members. Class counsel can then summarize these communications or submit them to the court to support its arguments for class certification, its actions in the litigation, or a proposed settlement.
Opposing counsel faces greater difficulty in gathering information from absent class members to present to the court. First, opposing counsel does not have the same level of connection as class counsel to absent class members. Opposing counsel, for example, will neither host bulletin boards for the class nor receive emails from the class regarding the progression of the litigation. Second, courts have generally been reluctant to grant discovery as to unnamed class members.
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